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Helping brands navigate change.
As a strategic consultancy with deep
roots in research, we believe the most
innovative business solutions are inspired
by the stories of your customers. We
bring those stories to life.

QUALITATIVE • QUANTITATIVE • STRATEGY • DESIGN • COMMUNICATIONS
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Six Research Methodologies For Innovation
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U.S. retailer Target wanted to better
understand how Millennials’ financial
behavior might differ five years from now,
given the convergence of new technologies
and a changing economy. Kelton worked
with Target using a combination of trends
research, scenarios, expert interviews and
online SmartCommunities to develop rich
personas of Millennials. By examining the
near future changes in how financial services
are delivered, as well as the ways that
long-term demographic shifts and postrecession economics might shape attitudes
and behaviors among young families,
Kelton was able to put Target’s innovation
teams in a future-facing mindset and help
them proactively identify opportunities for
innovation to meet changing guest needs
and behaviors over time.

2

UK grocery giant Sainsbury’s teamed up with
Unilever to create Consumer Futures 2020,
which used the traditional futurist’s tool
of 2x2 scenarios to examine four possible
sustainable futures, as well as the products
and choices that each would require of
companies looking to service emerging
opportunities. Each scenario included six
hypothetical products or services that would
suit the conditions of these imagined futures.

INNOVATIVE FORESIGHT

After years of focusing primarily on innovations developed from what is known about today’s
consumer, more and more global brands are seeking market disruption by adopting tools to
develop richer stories about the potential lives, contexts, and worlds of the future’s consumers.
These foresight friendly tools include creating scenarios for understanding the future
implications of present-day consumer insights and mapping trends to understand their longterm trajectory. Additionally, present-day insights are used as a jumping-off point to imagine
future users and what they may want in a product, service or brand that isn’t apparent today.
These methods push brands to answer questions about who they want to be, and whom they
want to serve in the coming years and even decades.

IMPACTS
These techniques help brands anticipate shifts in markets, pick out new opportunity spaces
that derive from convergence of trends, and test scenarios where consumer needs and
attitudes may shift dramatically.
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IN-SITU EXPLORATION

Beyond analyzing quantitative and qualitative data collected by teams of internal and external
consultants, innovation and consumer insights teams are spending more time in the field—in
situ—encountering new product delivery or consumption moments, studying semiotics of
the consumer’s environment, seeing rich consumer experiences firsthand, and scouting for
new innovations themselves. Unlike user-focused ethnography, immersive field experience
focuses on the user experience, contexts, and environmental influences, symbols and
messages. It helps internal teams validate others’ insights with their own, builds empathy with
both specialist practitioners and consumers’ situations themselves, and reduces the distance
between internal innovation practices and the “real world.” In contrast to the faster cycles
of research that rely on the consumer’s voice, these conscious and unconscious immersive
experiences often show what happens “after the usage moment” itself, and uncover insights
that can only be gained from spending time in the consumer’s shoes and examining the
contextual culture around them.

IMPACTS
These techniques create a deeper connection between innovation teams and the insights
collected. Innovation groups get to see consumers’ environments first hand, gain a better feel
for the broader culture influencing the behaviors studied in qualitative work, and visualize new
opportunities that come from this deeper experience.
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A major European pasta brand used immersive
research to get a better understanding of how
Americans view European and Mediterranean
eating, culture and values. Using a mix of visits
with consumers, shopping and time spent with
chefs, in farmers’ markets, specialty retailers, and
suburban eateries, the team of mixed nationalities
travelled across the U.S. to experience how
high-end foodie culture and discount grocery
chains alike shape the way consumers see the
brand’s home cuisine. The result of this research
was a rethinking of cultural differences around
how families socialize around food in the U.S. vs.
Europe, and how these differences might shape
new product innovations.

2

While VW’s Moonraker program took place in
the mid-2000s, details of the extreme immersion
approach taken by the German automaker have
only recently been revealed. Between 2005
and 2006, a team of 23 Volkswagen employees
based in California travelled across the U.S. for
18 months, driving, riding with and living with
American car owners to better understand what
they want while getting around on four wheels.
According to Oliver Schmidt, GM of Volkswagen’s
Engineering and Environmental office in the
company’s U.S. division, Moonraker informed
42 innovation projects, including designs of its
Passat, Jetta and Golf brands.

CASE STUDIES
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DIGITAL IMMERSION
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A U.S. pharmaceutical brand commissioned
one of Kelton’s custom digital
SmartCommunities to explore women
suffering from moderate to severe menopausal
symptoms. In the online SmartCommunity,
Kelton examined why sufferers who reported
being open to hormone therapy were
nonetheless choosing not to take it. Women’s
online interactions and mutual support over
the course of multiple weeks allowed Kelton
to track the natural evolution of their thinking
about their treatment choices in light of the
contributions of others who shared their
experience, and to propose strategies for
enhancing the brand’s credibility with women
through helping them accurately evaluate the
best treatment option, given their unique set of
symptoms and concerns.

2

Through work with renowned digital
ethnographer danah boyd, Microsoft
Research has done extensive studies of how
young people use social networks and digital
communications in ways that are distinct from
older consumers, uncovering attitudes and
values that counter the widely held belief that
so-called digital natives have little concern for
privacy and self-preservation online. boyd’s
work has led to a new understanding of how
younger Internet users actually value their own
data and are careful about how they disclose it.

The majority of consumers in developed markets lead rich, frequently updated and managed
online lives, and are growing more comfortable using tools of digital communication and
creativity. As a result, robust digital forms of qualitative research and ethnographic observation
have become both viable and desirable. Innovation and consumer insights teams can engage
savvy and expressive consumers over a period of days, weeks or even months through a
variety of methods, including engagement in bespoke online communities, giving users
mobile missions to perform, and so-called ‘social stalking’ of social media activity to find out
about their lives, needs, habits and attitudes. Equally important, consumers can engage each
other in ways not possible through in-person research, with interaction across segments, age
groups, geographies or experiences, providing additional fodder for new insights.
The digital methodology toolkit enables researchers to be more agile in adjusting their
explorations on the fly. It facilitates longitudinal interaction with consumers, so researchers can
follow attitudinal evolution or behavior shifts over time. And the relative anonymity of virtual
communication mitigates the consumer reticence common in traditional face-to-face research,
facilitating the deeper (or more genuine) exploration of socially sensitive or intimate topics.

IMPACTS
Digital qualitative research is democratizing access to consumer insights, no longer restricting
access to small teams of field researchers or a rotation of stakeholders through focus
groups and in-homes. A broader set of research and innovation professionals can engage
simultaneously with consumers, creating opportunities for unmediated insight and inspiration.
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“Light it up” is a technique developed by Kelton’s
qualitative researchers. By placing participants in their
natural points on an adoption curve, we can then “light
them up” by pushing them forward by several months
or years. So, if someone has a regular phone, we give
them a smartphone. If they have a smartphone, we
give them a tablet. If they have cutting-edge devices,
we place many new apps on them. In other words, we
predict what they’re likely to have in a few years. Then,
using a mix of methods and research techniques, we
can watch to see and understand what they adopt, how
the experience is for them, any hurdles they encounter,
and what words they use to describe the impact.
We’ve found this approach enables us to do predictive
research and understand how the consumer world
is likely to evolve, helping our clients best position
themselves and their innovations. This technique has
been successfully used for major brands in CPG, retail,
consumer electronics, financial services and more.

2

In the book Hidden in Plain Sight, Jan Chipchase
describes user research techniques honed during
his days at Nokia trying to understand how the next
billion consumers—mainly living in emerging or
underdeveloped markets and far from the mainstream
Western mobile owner—would use his company’s
products and services to communicate and improve
their lives. Chipchase developed standard approaches
of living for periods of time in inner cities or slums,
traveling by moped taxi, or spending days in extreme
climates to understand more about the potential edges
of innovation.

EXTREME USERS AND THRESHOLD RESEARCH

Traditional consumer insights research focuses on the middle of the bell curve—the normative
user in his or her stable daily environment, experiencing products or services under fixed,
almost laboratory, conditions. This approach doesn’t capture the increasing variety of extreme
use cases where products may be tested to their limits, consumer-led innovations may
happen to overcome constraints, and previously unseen flaws or shortcomings may emerge
in a product. This is particularly important in emerging markets where typical usage norms
fall within a wider range. This entails that thresholds for so-called “average” experiences and
usage moments are exceeded due to environmental conditions, such as heat, cold or humidity.
As a result, products are being used in ways they weren’t intended, there are physical
limitations of potential users, materials are being reused, and many more variations on the
norms as seen from the development lab. By investigating these users, insights are gained into
how fringe behaviors or situations may become mainstream over time.

IMPACTS
A much wider range of research contexts is required to track extreme usage situations,
and teams with different skills, localized knowledge and insights, and different technical
capabilities may be required. However, the opportunities to map the widest range of user
experiences in order to gain new insights potentially outweigh the additional resources, time
and attention needed to test the outer edges of behavior.
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CONSUMER CO-CREATION

Engaging consumers in arm’s-length co-creation—typically by allowing limited forms of lowcost personalization via online channels—has evolved into direct face-to-face engagement
with current and potential users of new products and services in direct prototyping. Through
open workshops and public engagement, online communities, and blends of these
approaches, some brands are putting the tools of co-creation directly into consumers’ hands,
allowing them to design around their own needs, unfiltered by a longer, iterative internal
process. This technique includes engaging potential users in describing or modeling new
technology uses, designing experience environments themselves, mixing dishes to their own
tastes, helping actively refine alpha and beta releases of products, and using social media to
offer input on products or features they like or dislike. The result is a continuous feedback loop
between consumers and brands, reducing the distance between what consumers want or can
imagine and what companies can produce.

IMPACTS
Direct consumer prototyping compresses more lengthy innovation cycles and keeps the voice
of the customer or user directly within the product or service development mix. It also removes
some guesswork and internal bias, which can creep into concept development solely done by
internal teams.
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Website Quirky has taken consumer influence in
the design process to another level, providing a
platform for amateur designers and inventors to
float their dream creations by Quirky and others
to judge and refine. Quirky pays its community
members for ideas and participation, and
currently reports over 600,000 participants in
its co-creation platform, with over 400 ideas
already making it to market. The platform’s recent
partnership with GE is validating this concept,
allowing the Quirky community to work with GE
patents to develop smaller-scale products GE
wouldn’t normally focus on, such as a new power
strip design or a connected egg timer.

2

Phoenix-based Local Motor takes a wholly
different approach from its mega-competitors in
the car industry. Instead of turning out its
own designs for new vehicles, Local Motors
harnesses the design skills and imagination of
a global community of car enthusiasts to dream
up innovative transportation ideas. It has
even taken two community-generated vehicle
designs, the Rally Fighter off-road vehicle and the
Cruiser motorbike, all the way to production in
its Microfactory. It also takes its Mobifactory on
the road to service its vehicles for buyers from its
co-creation community. Additionally, Local
Motors has run a number of design challenges on
behalf of Shell,Reebok, and BMW, and recently
announced a design challenge on behalf of the
U.S. Army’s new Army CoCreate platform.
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Intel has sponsored several story
competitions that introduce emerging
technologies still in R&D to consumers and
asks them to write science fiction stories
where these technologies may exist in
the near future. Through its “Tomorrow
Project,” Intel has sponsored a number of
story writing competitions around food,
computing, brain science, robotics, health
and other fields of emerging technology.

2

Global engineering company Arup has
used a tool it calls “cut ‘n’ paste” to give
residents of cities an opportunity to imagine
what their optimum living experience would
be like through photography. Their simple
approach is to ask people to take pictures
of features, elements and amenities in cities
they would either like to “cut” from the
place they live, or “paste” into it to make
it better. By aggregating these examples
of likes and dislikes, Arup’s architects,
engineers and designers get a better sense
of what people like and dislike in the places
they live, and can start to piece together
stories of how citizens would imagine their
dream city to be. The technique marks a
departure from the traditional modes of
design by experts detached from the desires
of inhabitants or users.

STORYTELLING AND NARRATIVE CREATION

Everyone is a potential storyteller, and everyone can see themselves in a story. A small amount
of brands are beginning to experiment with narrative forms—including written stories, rich
visual narratives, and chronicles stitched out of consumers’ own social media feeds—to enable
current or future users to describe innovations in familiar contexts, and elaborate on their own
aspirations, desires and concerns through user-created stories. Through this process, the
company enables the public to tell stories about future breakthroughs as they would like to see
them, not solely as designers and engineers would introduce them. This type of methodology
also includes increased use of journaling, photography, video, and similar techniques by which
consumers can author their own narratives about how new products and services might work
in their lives.

IMPACTS
Organizations engaging consumers in narrative creation benefit by having the user describe
their preferred contexts, elaborate on their concerns, show the world through their eyes and
in their own voices, and develop the sort of ‘day-in-the-life’ storytelling that normally falls to
second-hand observers working from qualitative data. As an adjunct to this data and other
forms of innovation research, storytelling helps provide a view deep into the imagination of the
consumers themselves, reducing the opportunity for false assumptions.
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